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Reasons why it is good to encourage learners to work together in groups:

Some of the mental, academic, emotional and social benefits of being part of a L&C learning community are:

Different Kinds of Partnerships Learners Can Foster:

Ideas to Pass on to Language and Culture Learners:

- The February Five
- Learning Lyrics Together Community Language Learning Style
- Drawing Activities
- Game Nights (see reverse side of some ideas)
- Spelling Bee in the target language (for non-native speakers of the language)
- Discussion Groups (e.g. over lunch)
- Acting Groups (role plays)
- Book Club
- Writers’ Circle
- Language Lunch Groups
- Buddies
- Culture Exploration Groups based on https://lifelearner.net/field-activity-notes/
- Family Language Learning
- Roll a Story dice
- Battleship Classifier Game Night
- Jeopardy

Best Idea Gleaned

What I Want to Do or Try As a Result of this Workshop
Truly just about any game can be turned into a language or culture game, but here are a few to get you started:

**Game Night Ideas**

- Charades (e.g. "Night")
- Battleship Classifier Game Night
- Jeopardy
- Question Formation Games
- Locative Word Games (Prepositions)
  - Passing a ball around and putting it in different places.
  - Scavenger Hunt
  - Draw a Map of LH’s city
  - Back-to-back drawing
- Noun Games
  - Go Fish
  - I Spy…
  - How many ___ can you name?
  - My Aunt Likes ___, but she doesn’t like ___
  - Mystery feel it bag
  - The Memory Game
  - I’m going on a picnic…
    - categories
    - initial sound
    - in alphabetical order
  - ANY word game!
- Adjective Discovery Game
- Verb Games
  - Charades
  - Triominoes verb tenses
  - Verbopoloy
- Story Telling Night with Roll a Story dice

For many more games, email me at: language_learning_msea@sil.org or laurenlanguages@gmail.com

Tip of the Tongue: [https://www.facebook.com/languagetips](https://www.facebook.com/languagetips)